
  

  
  
    
      
      
    
    
      
    
  
  


  

  
    HSA & FSA Accepted. Free Shipping. Results in 48 Hours.
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        Semen analysis made easy

        Gain confidence with the most extensive look at sperm health, all from the comfort of your home.

      

      
        Get results in just 48 hours

        
          [image: Sperm Icon]Order
            Now
          Learn More
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      The Cap-Score kit is the most comprehensive look at sperm health.
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      Get a complete fertility picture

      [image: Sperm Icon]Order Now
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        Sperm health

        Measures volume, concentration, count, motility, & morphology
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        Sperm function

        Our test can accurately predict a man’s probability of generating a pregnancy

      

      
        
          “Finding out if your Cap-Score is normal or not from the beginning saves a lot of heartache, time, and money.”

          
            [image: Fady Sharara, M.D.]
            Fady Sharara, M.D.

          

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        [image: A cap-score test being opened at home.]
      

      
        Say goodbye to awkward moments

        	1Discreet packaging shipped to your front door.

	2Easy-to-follow sample collection instructions

	3Ship your test back in a pre-paid package.

	4Get results emailed in 48 hours or less.
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      Did you know?
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          Don’t be mislead

          50%

          Standard semen tests can be wrong about a man's fertility 50% of the time.
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          Elevate your chances

          423%

          A higher Cap-Score correlates with a 423% increase in pregnancies.*

        

      

    

  
  
    
      Why Cap-Score is better than the rest

      
        
          
            CapScore
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            Low Price

            $199

          

          
            [image: ]
            Private

            
              Conveniently provide your sample at home
            

          

          
            [image: ]
            Fast results

            
              48 hour turnaround
            

          

          
            [image: ]
            Measures sperm function

            
              Stronger Cap-Scores correlate with greater success
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            Probability of Generating Pregnancy (PGP)

            
              Only our test can tell you if your sperm can actually fertilize an egg
            

          

        

        
          
            Traditional Lab
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            Expensive

            $500 or more
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            Awkward

            Ejaculating at a doctor’s office with thin walls
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            Slow Results

            Long lines, long waits
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            Missing sperm function results

            Without these results, you are flying blind
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            Missing the key measurement, PGP

            Standard tests cannot tell the probability of generating a pregnancy

          

        

      

    

  
  
    
      Trusted by couples & fertility physicians
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            I think for couples who are struggling that Cap-Score may be your missing puzzle piece too.
            
              [image: ]
              
                Toni

                Happy new mom

              

            

          

          Play video (2 min)
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            I cannot function anymore if I don't have access to this Cap-Score. It gives me so much information that
              we did not have.
            
              [image: ]
              
                Dr. Fady

                Infertility Specialist

              

            

          

          Play video (2 min)

          
            
          

        

        
      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          Have questions?

        

        
          

          
            
              
                How is Cap-Score different from semen analysis?

                [image: ]
              
              Traditional semen analysis alone isn't enough. Sperm count, volume, shape and motility are all fertility factors, but they only tell part of the story. The Cap-Score is a clinically-proven male fertility test that measures sperm's capacity to fertilize an egg. It is a test that measures sperm function.

            

            
              
                What's included in the at-home Cap-Score Test?

                [image: ]
              
              The at-home Cap-Score Test comes with everything you need to prepare and ship your sample from the comfort and privacy of your home. The kit includes necessary paperwork, lab-grade materials and detailed step-by-step instructions to complete your test.
              

            

            
              
                Does my insurance cover the at-home Cap-Score Test?

                [image: ]
              
              The at-home Cap-Score Test is FSA/HSA eligible. We do accept FSA/HSA credit cards as a method of payment in our online store. We also provide a receipt of purchase, which may be necessary for reimbursement. Check with your insurance provider for more information.

            

            
              
                How long can I wait to collect my sample?

                [image: ]
              
              You should complete your sample collection within two weeks of receiving your at-home Cap-Score Test.

            

            
              
                How do you protect my privacy?

                [image: ]
              
              We respect your privacy and understand the need for discretion. The at-home Cap-Score Test arrives in a plain unbranded mailer delivered directly to you. Our secure Cap-Score Patient Portal is also HIPAA-compliant. You can rest assured that your health information will never be shared.
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          Contact Us

          
            Email us or call at 1-866-833-7834
          

        

      

      
    

    
      
        Shorten your journey to parenthood

        The only at-home fertility test that can predict the likelihood that sperm will be able to fertilize an egg.

      

      
        Get results in just 48 hours
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            Order Now
          
          Learn More
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